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In this paper, we consider the NavierStokes equations for isentropic, compressible
flows of a polytropic gas in a bounded domain. The equations to be considered are
obtained by scaling to dimensionless form and then replacing the density \ by \ +=2\,
where = is a Mach number. The existence of solutions has been known only for
small forces or large potential forces near a rest state. The aim of this paper is to
give a proof of the existence of stationary compressible NavierStokes equations
with large force, when the Mach number = is small.  2000 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Compressible NavierStokes equations have been studied by many
mathematicians over the past three decades. The local (time) existence of
classical solutions of the initial boundary value problem has been proved
for arbitrary domains and arbitrary sizes of data. (See Itaya [6, 7], Tani
[17], Matsumura and Nishida [12], and Kazhikhov [8]). The (global
time) existence near a rest state has been shown given small forces and
initial data. (See Matsumura and Nishida [11, 12].) In 1995, Vaigant
and Kazhikhov [9] showed the global time existence of solutions of the
2-dimensional initial boundary value problem for arbitrary sizes of data by
an energy method when the viscosity coefficients depend on the density in
a certain manner. Recently Lions [10] proved the existence of weak solu-
tions when the pressure is given by a function of density such as p=\# for
sufficiently large #.
It has been known that 3-dimensional stationary isentropic compressible
NavierStokes equations have a solution for a small data force. In 1983,
Matsumura and Nishida [12] showed the existence of a solution with
potential force near a rest state. In 1983, Valli [18] showed the existence
by a stability method, and later he showed the existence by a direct method
(see [19]) decomposing the equations as two parts that are governed by
Stokes equations and that are governed by a transport equation. (See also
Padula [16]). In 1987, Beira~ o da Veiga [2] proved the existence by a
different method which considered the structure of the equations as three
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parts that are governed by Stokes equations, a transport equation, and
Laplace’s equation. On the other hand, in 1989, Farwig [3] showed the
existence of solutions of stationary compressible heat conductive Navier
Stokes equations for small forces with a slip boundary condition.
As far as we know, the results for the arbitrary size of external force have
been only obtained for the case of potential force (see Novotny and Padula
[15], Matsumura and Padula [13]). Here, we emphasize that our existence
result holds without any smallness conditions for the external forces.
In this paper we consider
(\ +=2\) u } {u+(\ +=2\)#&1 {\=& 2u+‘ { div u+(\ +=2\) f (1)
\ div u+=2 div \u=0 in 0, (2)
where \ is the average density. Here, the velocity u satisfies no slip boundary
condition and the mean of the density \ is zero, i.e.,
u=0 on 0 and |
0
\=0. (3)
We denote = as the Mach number. These equations are derived from
scaling to dimensionless form of compressible NavierStokes equations
\(u } {) u+{p=& 2u+‘ {{ } u+\f in 0
div \u=0 in 0
and then replacing \ by \ +=2\. Here, u=(u1, u2, u3), \, p=R\#, &, and
‘ denote velocity, density, pressure, bulk viscosity, and shear viscosity,
respectively.
We let #1 and R, +, and & be positive constants.
In fact, the existence and uniqueness are relatively easy when there are
only potential forces near a rest state. For instance, if (u, \) are solutions
to the above equations with f ={8 and if we can introduce an invertible
function g defined in R+ satisfying g(\)=\ p(s)s ds, then by energy methods
we have
| |{u| 2+| |div u|2=0.
Thus, we can conclude u#0 from the boundary condition and \= g&1(,)
from the equations
{p(\)
\
={,.
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In general, the compressible NavierStokes equations cannot be solved
only by an energy method, since they are complicated mixed-type nonlinear
equations containing such structures as elliptic and hyperbolic systems. The
usual tool known to us to find a classical solution of the equations is the
fixed point theorem which has a defect because it needs smallness of data.
The aim of this paper is to give a proof of existence of the solutions with
an arbitrary size of force when the Mach number is small enough.
We split the equations into two parts so that one part is similar to the
incompressible NavierStokes equation with force f and the other part is
similar to the compressible NavierStokes equation with force =2f. (See
Eqs. (7)(9) and (10)(12).) Note that the existence of solutions of the
incompressible NavierStokes equation for arbitrary size of force and the
existence of the solutions of the compressible NavierStokes equation with
small force have been known. So, if the Mach number = is small enough,
then there exist solutions for the arbitrary size of data. But we still do not
know the uniqueness. The question of uniqueness is essentially involved
with the uniqueness question of the stationary incompressible Navier
Stokes equations, which is still an open problem.
Here, the following notations are used.
Let & }&0 denote L2 norm, & }&m= |:|m &D: } &0 , let Hm=[u # L2 |
D:u # L2, 0|:|m] with norm & }&m , and let H m0 be the completion of
C0 (0) in the norm of & }&m . Let H
m=[\ # H m | 0 \ dx=0], and let
H m0, _=[u # H
m
0 | div u=0]. We denote H
0=L2. Other notations will be
defined later as we use them.
The following theorem is our main result.
Theorem 1.1. Let 0 # R3 be a bounded domain with a boundary of class
C4. Suppose f # H2(0). Then there exists =0 depending on & f &2 and 0, such
that for any = # [0, =0), there exist solutions (u, \) # H 30_H
2 satisfying (1),
(2), and (3).
2. PRELIMINARIES
2.1. Scaling to Dimensionless Form
Consider the stationary compressible NavierStokes equations
\(u } {) u+{p=& 2u+‘ {{ } u+\f in 0 (4)
div \u=0 in 0. (5)
Here, p=R\#, #0, and &, ‘, and R are positive constants defined in
Section 1.
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Let x
*
, t
*
, u
*
, p
*
, and \
*
denote units of length, time, velocity,
pressure, and density, respectively, satisfying u
*
=x
*
t
*
, p
*
=R\#
*
. The
speed of sound a
*
corresponding to the state \
*
and p
*
is defined by a2
*
=
(dpd\)(\
*
)=#R\
*
#&1 , and ==u
*
a
*
is the Mach number. If we replace x,
t, u, p, \, +, !, and f by x
*
x, t
*
t, u
*
u, p
*
p, \
*
\, x
*
\
*
u
*
&, x
*
\
*
u
*
‘, and
(u
*
x
*
) f, respectively, then we get the dimensionless form of the stationary
compressible NavierStokes equations
\(u } {) u+
1
=2
\#&1 {\=& 2u+‘ { div u+\f in 0 (6)
div \u=0 in 0. (7)
Replacing \ by \ +=2\, we get the following equations, which we want to
solve:
(\ +=2\)(u } {u)+(\ +=2\)#&1 {\=& 2u+‘ { div u+(\ +=2\) f in 0
\ div u+=2 div \u=0 in 0. (8)
Here, the velocity u satisfies the no slip boundary condition and the mean
of the density is \ , i.e.,
u=0 on 0 and |
0
\=0. (9)
Without loss of generality, we assume the average \ is equal to 1.
2.2. Linearization
We want to split Eqs. (8) and (9) into two parts so that one part behaves
like the incompressible NavierStokes equations with force f and the other
part behaves as the compressible NavierStokes equations with force =2f.
More precisely, let U, v, P, and ’ be solutions to the following equations
(U } {) U+(v } {) U&& 2U+{P= f (10)
div U=0 (11)
U=0 on 0 and |
0
P=0 (12)
and
(U } {) v+(v } {) v&& 2v&‘ { div v+{’==2F (13)
div+=2 div ’(U+v)=&=2 div P(U+v) (14)
v=0 on 0 and |
0
’=0. (15)
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Here, the new force F is defined by
F=(P+’) f &(P+’)(U+v) } {(U+v)
+
(1&(1+=2(P+’))#&1)
=2
{(P+’).
Observe that u=U+v and \=P+’ are solutions to Eqs. (8) and (9).
Thus, we can get solutions (8) and (9) if we can solve Eqs. (10)(15)
simultaneously.
Let U , v~ , and ’~ be given functions satisfying
div U =0, U =v~ =0 on 0 and |
0
\~ =0.
At first, we want to solve the linearized equations (10), (11), and (12) for
the given U and v~ as follows:
(U +v~ ) } {U&& 2U+{P= f (16)
div U=0 (17)
U=0 on 0 and |
0
P=0. (18)
Then for the solution of (U, P) to Eq. (16), (17), and (18) and for the
given ’~ we find the solution v to the equations
U } {v&& 2v&‘ { div v==2F &v~ } {v~ &{’~ (19)
v=0 on 0, (20)
where the force F is defined by
F =(P+’~ ) f &(P+’~ )(U+v~ ) } {(U+v~ )
+
(1&(1+=2(P+’~ ))#&1) {(P+’~ )
=2
.
Finally we find the solution ’ to the transport equation for the given v~
and ’~
1
‘
(’&’~ )+div v+=2 div ’(U+v~ )==2g (21)
|
0
’=0. (22)
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Here, g is defined by
g=&div P(U+v~ ).
Without loss of generality, we let #=1 and assume meas(0)=1.
3. EXISTENCE OF THE SOLUTIONS TO
THE LINEARIZED PROBLEM
3.1. Existence of the Solutions of the Incompressible Equations
Consider
(U +v~ ) } {U&& 2U+{P= f in 0 (23)
div U=0 in 0 (24)
U=0 on 0 and |
0
P=0, (25)
where U # H 40, _ and v~ # H
3
0 are given functions.
Notice that the equations are the incompressible Stokes equations except
one linear term on the left hand side of (23). So, the solutions of (23)(25)
behave like the solutions of the incompressible Stokes equations. In parti-
cular, we note that incompressible Stokes equations can be solved for
arbitrarily large force.
In fact, (23)(25) can be solved by the Galerkin method for small v~ .
Denote ( } , } ) by a duality pairing and let H&1 be the dual space of H 10
with norm & }&&1=sup&h&1=1|( } , h) |.
Lemma 3.1. Let f # H &1. Then there exists a constant a0 depending on &
and 0 such that if &v~ &3<a0 then there exist weak solutions U # H 10 and
P # L2 of (23)(25). Moreover, they satisfy the inequalities
&U&1C0 & f &&1 (26)
and
&P&0C1 & f &&1 (1+& f &&1). (27)
Here, C0 and C1 depend only on 0, &, and a0 .
Proof. Define a bilinear form B: H 10, __H
1
0, _  R by
B(U, 8)=& |
0
{U : {8 dx+|
0
((U +v~ ) } {U) } 8 dx.
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Note that
B(U, 8)& &{U&0 &{8&0+(&U &L3+&v~ &L3) &{U&0 &8&L6
C(&+&U &1+&v~ &1) &U&1 &8&1 ,
where C is a positive constant depending only on 0.
If we take 8 as U, then from the divergence free condition of U
B(U, U)& &{U&20& 12 |div v~ |L &U&20
& &{U&20&
1
2 : &v~ &3 &U&
2
0
(&& 12 :b
2
0 &v~ &3) &{U&
2
0 .
Here : and b0 are constants obtained by Sobolev’s embedding theorem and
Poincare ’s inequality satisfying
|div v~ |L<: &v~ &3
&U&0<b0 &{U&0 .
If we take a0<&:b20 , then
B(U, U)
&
2
&{U&20 .
Thus B is a continuous bilinear form satisfying the coercivity property.
Therefore, we can apply the LaxMilgram theorem to find U # H 10, _ for
f # H&1 such that
B(U, 8)=( f, 8) for all 8 # H i0, _ .
If we take , as U, then
&
2
&{U&20B(U, U)=( f, U) & f &&1 &U&1 .
Thus there is a positive constant C1 depending only on 0 and & such that
(26) holds.
The existence P # L2 corresponding to U is a natural consequence of
closed range theorem such that
&({P, 8) =& | {U : {8 dx+| ((U +v~ ) } {U) } 8 dx&( f, 8), (28)
for all 8 # H 10, _ & C

0 .
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Note that
&P&0= sup
[9 # L2 : &9&0=1]
|(P, 9)|
and that there is 8 # H 10 satisfying that
div 8=9, &8&1C &9&0 ,
where C depends only on 0. Thus we get the inequality
&P&0C sup
[9 # L2 : &9&0=1]
|(P, div 8)|
&8&1
=C$ sup
[9 # L2 : &9&0=1]
|({P, 8)|
&8&1
,
for some positive constant C and C$ depending only on 0. Considering
(28), using Sobolev inequalities and (26), we get (27). K
Considering the Stokes equations
&& 2U+{P= f &(U +v~ ) } {U in 0
div U=0 in 0
U=0 on 0,
we get the following energy estimates. Although the proof is rather classical,
we notice that the lemma suggests a fixed point theorem in the later
development.
Theorem 3.2. Let f # H m, U # H m+10 , m=0, 1, 2, and v~ be the same as
in Lemma 3.1. There are positive constants C2 , C3 , and C4 such that if
U # H 10 satisfies the inequality (26),
&U&2+&{P&0C2 & f &0 (& f &0+1)4, (29)
if U # H 20 satisfies the inequality (29),
&U&3+&{P&1C3 & f &1) & f &1+1)8, (30)
and if U # H 30 satisfies the inequality (30),
&U&4+&{P&2C4 & f &2 (& f &2+1)12. (31)
Here, the positive constants C2 , C3 , and C4 depend only on 0, &, and a0 .
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Proof. These estimates roan be obtained considering the L p-theory for
Stokes equations and using Lemma 3.1.
(i) By the well-known results about Stokes problems (see Theorem
6.1 in Chap. IV of Galdi [5]) we get for m=0, 1, 2
&U&m+2+&{P&mC &{m( f &(U +v~ ) } {U)&0 ,
where C is a positive constant depending only on 0 and &.
(ii) {: ( ( U +v~ ) } {U) = ( U +v~ ) } { ( {:U ) + 0<|;|  |:| {; (U +v~ ) }
{({:&;U) for |:|2.
(iii) We have the following inequality derived by Ho lder inequalities,
Sobolev inequalities, and Young’s inequalities,
&v } {w&0C &v&1 &w&141 &w&
34
2 
1
2 &w&2+C$ &v&
4
1 &w&1 ,
where C and C$ are positive constants depending only on 0.
From (ii) and (iii) we have that for some positive constants C, C$, and
C" depending only on 0,
(a) &(U +v~ ) } {U&0 12 &U&2+C &U +v~ &
4
1 &U&1 ,
(b) &{((U +v~ ) } {U)&0 12 &u&3+C$(&U +v~ &41 &U&2
+&{(U +v~ ) } {U&0),
(c) &{2((U +v~ ) } {U)&0 12 &U&4+C"(&U +v~ &
4
1 &U&3
+&{2(U +v~ ) } {U&0+&{(U +v~ ) } {({U)&0).
(iv) We also observe that for some positive constant C=C(0) and
m=0, 1,
&{mU } {U&0C &U &34m+1 &U &14m &U&342 &U&141
by Ho lder’s inequality and Sobolev’s embedding theorem.
Therefore, using (i)(iv) and (a)(c), we get the inequalities
&U&2+&{P&0C(& f &0+&U +v~ &41 &U&1)
&U&3+&{P&1C(& f &1+&U +v~ &41 &U&2+&{(U +v~ ) } {U&0)
C(& f &1+&U +v~ &41 &U&2+&U &341 &U &140 &U&342 &U&141 )
&U&4+&{P&2C(& f &2+&U +v~ &41 &U&3+&{
2(U +v~ ) } {U&0
+&{(U +v~ ) } {({U))&0)
C(& f &2+&U +v~ &41 &U&3+&U &
34
2 &U &
14
1 &U&
34
2 &U&
14
1 ).
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Let U # H 10 satisfy the inequality (26). For this given U and observing the
fact that the solution U # H 20 corresponding to f # L
2 satisfies (26), we
get (29).
Let U # H 20 satisfy the inequality (29). For this given U and observing
the fact that the solution U # H 30 corresponding to f # H
1 satisfies (29), we
get (30).
Let U # H 20 satisfy the inequality (30). For this given U and observing the
fact that the solution U # H 20 corresponding to f # H
2, we get (31).
Let f # H2(0). Define a functional space K0 as
K0=[U # H 40, _(0) : &U&1C1 & f &1 ,
&U&2C2 & f &0 (& f &0+1)4,
&U&3C3 & f &1 (& f &1+1)8,
&U&4C4 & f &2 (& f &2+1)12].
As we see in Theorem 3.2, for given U # K0 the solution U of (23)(24) also
lies in K0 .
3.2. Elliptic Equation
Let ’~ # H 2 be a given function. We let U and P be solutions of (20)(22)
obtained in Section 3.1. We consider the following linear system
U } {v&& 2v&‘ { div v=G (32)
v=0 on 0, (33)
where G ==2F &v~ } {v~ &{’~ . This equation can be solved easily by the Riesz
representation formula, which is given by the following lemma.
Lemma 3.3. Let 0 be the same as in Lemma 3.1 and let U be a solution
of (20)(22) obtained in Lemma 3.1. Let F # H&1. Then there exists the
unique weak solution v # H 10 of (32) and (33). Moreover, v satisfies the
inequality
&v&1C5(=2 &F &&1+&v~ &21+&’~ &0), (34)
where C5 depends only on 0, &, and ‘.
Proof. We define a bilinear form B: H 10_H
1
0  R by
B(v, w)=& | {v : {w+’ | (div v)(div w)+| (U } {v) } w.
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Then we observe that
(i) B(v, w)C(&U&1+1) &v&1 &w&1 ,
(ii) B(v, v)= |{v|2+ (div v)2C$ &v&21 , where C and C$ depends
only on 0, & and ‘.
Thus, we can apply the LaxMilgram theorem if F # H&1. Observe that
G ==2F &v~ } {v~ &{’~ # H&1 if F # H&1 and that
&G &&1C(=2 &F &&1+&v~ &21+&’~ &0)
for some positive constant C=C(0). Thus, we find the unique v # H 10 such
that
B(v, w)=(G , w) ,
for all w # H 10 , and replacing v by w, we obtain (34). K
Observe that
A=&& 2&‘ { div
is a strongly elliptic operator in the sense of Agmon et al. [1]. Thus we get
the following energy estimates.
Corollary 3.4. Let F # Hm, m=0.1. There are positive constants C6
and C7 depending only on 0, &, and ‘ such that
&v&2C6(=2 &F &0+&v~ &22+&’~ &1+&U&3 &v&1) (35)
&v&3C7(=2 &F &1+&v~ &23+&’~ &2+&U&3 &v&2). (36)
Proof. Since A is a strongly elliptic system in the sense of Agmon et al.
(see [1]), we get the following estimate
&v&m+2C &Av&m=C &G &U } v&m ,
for some positive constant C=C(0) and m=0, 1.
Observe that
(i) &G &mC(=2 &F &m+&v~ &m+2+&’~ &m+1)
(ii) &U } {v&mC$ &U&3 &v&m+1 .
Here, C and C$ depend only on 0, &, and ‘ and m=0, 1.
Thus, we complete the proof of (35) and (36). K
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3.3. Transport Equation
Consider the transport equation
1
‘
(’&’~ )+=2 div(’(U+v~ ))= g~ (37)
|
0
’=0. (38)
Here, g~ ==2g&div v.
Lemma 3.5. Let 0 be the same as in Lemma 3.1. Let U be a solution to
(23)(25) given v~ # H 30 and let ’~ # H
2 be given. (In particular, let &v~ &31.)
Then there is an =1>0 such that for all = # [0, =1) and g~ # L2 with 0 g=0,
Eqs. (37) and (38) have a weak solution ’ # L2 with 0 ’=0. Moreover,
if ’~ , g, and div v # H m=0, 1, 2, then ’ # H m, m=0, 1, 2, and the following
estimate holds
&’&m2‘(=2 &g&m+&div v&m)+&’~ &m . (39)
Here, =1 depends only on 0 and f.
Proof. The proof is based on the idea of Farwig [3]. Indeed we take
the elliptic regularization for the transport equation.
Let h=‘g~ +’~ and w=U+v~ . Then we need to solve
(a) ’+‘=2 div(’w)=h.
Let w$ # C 0 (0) converge to w in H
3
0(0) and h
$ # C 0 (0) converge to h
in H m(0) as $  0, respectively. Consider the regularized elliptic equation
of (a)
(b) &$ 2’$+’$+‘=2 div(’$w$)=h$
=
’$
n
=0 on 0.
We claim the following:
(i) There is unique solution ’$ # H m+1(0)
(ii) $ &{’$&2m+&’$&2m2 &h$&2m , for m=0, 1, 2, 3.
Define a bilinear form B: H 1_H 1  R by
B(’, \)=$ | {’ } {_ dx+| ’\ dx&‘=2(’w$, {\).
Observe that for some positive constant C=C(0),
v B(’, \)C(1+=2 &w$&3) &’&1 &\&1 .
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v Also from the integration by parts, we obtain
&(’w, {’)= 12 | div w’2 dx.
Consequently, we obtain
(c) B(’, ’)=$ | |{’|2+| ’2&
1
2
‘=2 | (div w$) ’2
$ &{’&20+\1&‘=
2 &div w$&L
2 + &’&20 .
By Sobolev’s embedding theorem and Poincare ’s inequality, there are
positive constants :3 , b3 , and b$3 depending only on 0 such that
&div w&L:3 &w&3 and b3 &’&0&’&1b$3 &{’&0 .
Also note that &w$&3&w&3 . If we take = so small that ‘=2 &w&312:3 ,
then
B(’, ’)\ $b$3 +
1
2b3+ &’&21 .
So, if we apply the LaxMilgram theorem, there is a unique ’$ # H 1 such
that
B(’$, \)=| h$\,
for all \ # H 1(0). Moreover, taking = so small that ‘=2 &w&312:3 , we
obtain $ &{’$&20+&’$&202 &h$&0 from (c). This completes the proof of (i)
and (ii) for the case of m=0.
We can raise the regularity of ’$ to H m+1(0) by the usual method (see
Friedrichs [4]), and (ii) holds for m1, if =2 &w&3:4 , for some positive
constant :4 depending only on 0. (It suffices to take ==1 , where =1=
(:4 C3 & f &1 (& f &1+1)8+1)12, since &U&3C3 & f &1 (& f &1+1)8 by (30)
and &v~ &31.)
By the compactness argument of Rellich, there is a subsequence ’$n and
’ # H 4(0) satisfying that
’$n converges weakly to ’ in H 4(0)
and
’$n converges strongly to ’ in H3(0),
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as n  . Also, the lower semicontinuity of the Hm norm and the estimate
$n &{’n&2m+1+&’$n &2m2 &h&2m
imply
&’&m2 &h&m , for m=0, 1, 2, 3. K
4. A PRIORI ESTIMATE
Let U, P, v, ’ be solutions to (23), (24), (25), (32), (33), (37), and (38).
In this section, we shall derive a priori estimates considering two systems
(32), (33), and (37), (38)
U } {v&& 2v&‘ { div v+{’~ ==2F +v~ } {v~ (40)
1
‘
(’&’~ )+=2 div(’w)+div v==2g (41)
v=0 on 0, |
0
’=0. (42)
We assume that
&v&31, &’&21, &v~ &31, &’~ &21,
and we restrict =1. These conditions will be satisfied in the middle of
proofs.
Lemma 4.1. There is a positive constant C8 depending only on 0, &, and
‘ such that
& &{v&20+‘ &div v&
2
0+
1
‘
(&’&20&&’~ &
2
0)
C8(=2 &F &2&1+=
2 &g&20+=
2 &’&20+=
2 &w&23+&v~ &
4
1). (43)
Proof. Multiply v to (40) and ’ to (41) and integrate by parts over 0.
Observing that div U=0 and (div(’w), ’) = 12  (div w)(’)
2, we obtain
& | |{v|2+‘ | (div v)2+
1
‘ | (’&’~ ) ’
==2 (F , v)+=2 | g’+| v~ } ({v~ ) } v&
=2
2 | div w(’)
2&| (’&’~ ) div v.
(44)
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Observe the following two facts:
(i)
1
‘
(’&’~ ) ’=
1
2‘
(’2&’~ 2)+
1
2‘
(’&’~ )2
(ii) |(’&’~ , div v)|
1
2‘
&’&’~ &20+
‘
2
&div v&2.
Apply the Ho lder inequality, Sobolev inequality, and Young inequality on
the right hand side of (44). Then considering (i) and (ii) for the last term
of the left hand side of (44), we obtain (43). K
Let /0 # C 0 (0). We can repeat the previous proof of Lemma 4.1 for the
interior estimates of higher derivatives: take the gradient (second order
derivatives) of (40) and (41), multiply the first equation by /20 Dv (/
2
0 D
2v)
and the second equation by /20 D’ (/
2
0 D
2’), integrate in 0, and add these
two equations to get Lemma 4.2.
Lemma 4.2. There are positive constants C9 and C10 depending only on
0, /0 , &, and ‘ such that
& | /20 |{2v|2 dx+‘ | /20 |{ div v| 2 dx+
1
‘ | /
2
0( |{’|
2&|{’~ | 2) dx
C9(=2 &F &20+=
2 &g&21+=
2 &’&21+=
2 &w&23+&v~ &
4
2+&v&
2
1+&U&3 &v&
2
1)
(45)
& | /20 |{3v|2 dx+‘ | /20 |{2 div v|2 dx+
1
‘ | /
2
0( |{
2’|2&|{2’~ |2) dx
C10(=2 &F &21+=
2 &g&22+=
2 &’&22+=
2 &w&23+&v~ &
4
3+&v&
2
2+&U&3 &v&
2
2).
(46)
Fix x0 # 0. To get the boundary estimates near x0 , we introduce a local
coordinate straightening the boundary 0 in a neighborhood of x0 . For
simplicity, let x0 be the origin such that x3=|(x1 , x2) on 0 & Q, where
| # C4(R2) and Q is a small cube centered at the origin. In particular, we
choose Q so small that &|&C4(0 & Q)$, for some small $<1.
Now we introduce a new local coordinate z=(z1 , z2 , z3) by
z1=x1 , z2=x2 , z3=x3&|(x1 , x2).
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Observe that

xi
=

zi
&
|
zi

z3
, i=1, 2

x3
=

z3
and z3=0 on 0 & Q.
Let Q and 0 be the image of Q and 0 by the above transformation from
x-coordinates to z-coordinates, respectively. Denote |^(z)=|(z1 , z2 , z3+
|(z1 , z2)), U (z)=U(z1 , z2 , z3+|(z1 , z2)), etc.
The relation of the components of a vector in x-coordinates and z-coor-
dinates is given by
Gi =G i&|^z i G
3, i=1, 2
G3=U 3, for a vector field G=(G1 , G2 , G3),
where e^i ’s are unit vectors in z-curvilinear coordinates.
Set D k=zk , 2z=D 21+D
2
2+D
2
3 , {z=D 1 e^1+D 2 e^2+D 3 e^3 , and
divz v^=D 1 v^1+D 2 v^2+D 3 v^3 where e^1 , e^2 , and e^3 denote the standard basis
of z-coordinates.
Then Eqs. (40) and (41) become
U } {z v^&& 2z v^&‘ {z divz v^==2F +v~^ } {z’~^ +{z y~^ +H1 in 0 & Q
(47)
1
‘
(’^&’~^ )+=2 divz (’^w^)==2g^&divz v^+H2 in 0 & Q .
(48)
Here, H1=(H 11 , H
2
1 , H
3
1) and H2 are defined by
H j1=&=
2(Dj|) F 3+(D j|) D 3’~^
&[(v~^ i&(D i|) v~^ 3)(D i&(D i|) D 3)(v~^ j&(D j|) v~^ 3)
&v~^ iD iv~^ j]+v~^ 3 D 3((D i|) v~^ 3)
&[(U i&(D i|) U 3)(D i&(D i|) D 3)(v^ j&(D j |) v^3)
&U iD i v^ j]+U 3D 3((D j|) v^3)
_&[(D i&(D i|) D 3)2 (v^ j&(D j|) v^3)&D 2i v^
j]&D 23((D j |) v^
3)
+‘[(v^ j&(D j|) v^3)(D i&(D i|) D 3)(v^i&(D i |) v^3)
&D jD i v^i]&(D j |) D 23 v^
3
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for j=1, 2,
H 31=&(v~^
i&(D i|) v~^ 3)(D i&(D i|) D 3) v^3&v~^ i D iv~^ 3]
+[(U i&(D i |) U 3)(D i&(D i|) D 3) v^3&U i D i v^3]
+&[(D i&(D i|) D 3)2 v^3&D 2i v^
3]
+‘[D 3(D i&(D i|) v^3)(v^i&(D i|) v^3)&D 3D i v^i)]
and
H2=&=2[(D i&(D i|) D3)&(’^(w^i&(D i|) w^3)&D i (’^w^i)]
&[(D i&(D i|) D3)(v^i&(D i|) v^3)&D i v^i].
Let / # C 0 (Q ).
We follow the same procedure as Lemma 4.2 near the boundary to get
the following estimate of tangential derivative in 0 & Q.
Lemma 4.3. There are positive constants C11 and C12 depending only on
0, /, & and ‘ such that
& |
0
/2 |D m {z v^|2 dz+‘ |
0
/2 |D m divz v^| 2 dz
+
1
‘ |0 /
2( |D m ’^|2&|D m ’~^ |2) dz
C11(=2 &F &20+=2 &g&21+=2 &’&21+=2 &w&23
+&v~ &42+&v&
2
1+&U&3 &v&
2
1+$
2(&v&2H 2 (0 & Q)+&’~ &
2
H1 (0 & Q))) (49)
and
& |
0
/2 |D m D { {z v^|2 dz+‘ |
0
/2 |D m D { divz v^|2 dz
+
1
‘ |0 /
2( |D m D { ’^|2&|D m D {’~^ |2) dz
C12(=2 &F &21+=
2 &g&22+=
2 &’&22+=
2 &w&23
+&v~ &43+&v&22+&U&3 &v&22+$2(&v&2H 3 (0 & Q)+&’~ &2H 2 (0 & Q))). (50)
Proof. Take tangential derivatives D m , m=1, 2 (D m D { , {=1, 2) to (47)
and (48), multiply /2 D m v^ j (D m D { v^ j) to (47) and /2 D m ’^ (D m D {/2 D m ’^) to
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(48), integrate over 0 , and add two equations. Then, we get the estimates of
second and third order tangential derivatives near the boundary as follows:
& |
0
/2 |D m {z v^| 2 dz+‘ |
0
/2 |D m divz v^|2 dz+
1
‘ |0 /
2( |D m ’^| 2&|D m’~^ |2) dz
C(=2 &F &20+=
2 &g&21+=
2 &’&21+=
2 &w&23+&H1&
2
0+&H2&
2
1
_&v~ &42+&v&
2
1+&U&3 &v&
2
1)
and
& |
0
/2 |D m D { {z v^|2 dz+‘ |
0
/2 |D m D { divz v^| 2 dz
+
1
‘ |0 /
2( |D m D { ’^|2&|D m D {’~^ |2) dz
C$(=2 &F &21+&H1&
2
1+=
2 &g&22+=
2 &’&22+=
2 &w&23
+&H2&22+&v~ &
4
3+&v&
2
2+&U&3 &v&
2
2),
where C and C$ are positive constants depending only on 0, /, &, and ‘.
Finally we observe that for i=0 and 1
&H1&i B &|&C4(0 & Q) (1+&|&C4(0 & Q)(=2 &F &H i (0 & Q)
+&’~ &H i(0 & Q)+&v~ &2H i+1 (0 & Q)+&U&3 &v&H i(0 & Q)+&v&H i+1 (0 & Q))
and
&H2&i+1B$ &|&C 4(0 & Q )
} (1+&|&C 4 (0 & Q ))(=2 &w^&H3 (0 & Q) &’^&i+1+&v&Hi+1 (0 & Q)),
where B and B$ are positive constants depending only on 0. Therefore, for
&|&C 4<1 we get (49) and (50). K
Let n^ be the outward unit normal vector of 0 & Q so that n^= e^3 . Now
we shall find normal derivative estimates in 0 & Q . First, take the scalar
product of (47) by e^3 and take the normal derivative D 3 to (41) multiplied
to &+‘, and then add two equations. Then we obtain
\1+&‘+ (D 3 ’^&D 3 ’~^ )+D 3’~^ =&(2z v^&{z divz v^) } e^3
+=2(F 3+2D 3 g^&2D 3 divz(’^w^))
&(v~^ } {zv~^ +U } {z v^) } e^3
+H 31+2D 3 H2 . (51)
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Lemma 4.4. There is a positive constant C13 depending only on 0, /, &,
and ‘ such that
&
‘ |0 & Q /
2( |D 3 ’^|2&|D 3’~^ |2) dz+|
0 & Q
/2 |D 3 ’^|2 dz
C13 \& |0 & Q /2 |D { {z v^|2 dz+=2 &F &20+=2 &g&21+=2 &w&23+=2 &’&21
+&v~ &42+&U&23 &v&21+$2(&v&2H 2 (0 & Q)+&’~ &2H 1(0 & Q))+ . (52)
Proof. Observe the following:
(i) \\1+&‘+ (D 3 ’^&D 3’~^ )++D 3’~^ ) D 3 ’^=
&
2‘
((D 3 ’^)2&(D 3’~^ )2)
+
&
2‘
(D 3 ’^&D 3 ’~^ )2+(D 3 ’^)2
(ii) &/((2z v^&{z divz v^) } e^3)&0C &/ D{ {z v^&0 , since (2z v^&{z divz v^)
} e^3 has no second order normal derivative with respect to D 3 .
Here C depends only on 0, /, &, and ‘. Thus, if we multiply /2 D3 ’^ to
(51), integrate 0 & Q and consider (i) and (ii), we obtain our result. K
Taking D m , m=1, 2, (D 3) to (51), multiplying /2 D m D 3 ’^ (/2 D 23 ’^), and
then integrating over 0 & Q , we have
Lemma 4.5. There is a positive constant C14 depending only on 0, /, &,
and ‘ such that
&
‘ |0 & Q /
2( |D m D 3 ’^| 2&|D m D 3’~^ ) dz+|
0 & Q
/2 |D m D 3 ’^|2 dz
C14 \& |0 & Q /2 |D m D { {z v^|2 dz+=2(&F &21+&g&22+&w&23+&’&22)
_&v~ &43+&U&23 &v&22+$2(&v&2H 3 (0 & Q)+&’~ &2H2 (0 & Q))+ (53)
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and
&
‘ |0 & Q /
2( |D 23 ’^|
2&|D 23 ’~^ |
2) dz+|
0 & Q
/2 |D 23 ’^|
2 dz
C14 \& |0 & Q /2 |D 3 D { {z v^| 2 dz+=2(&F &21+&g&22+&w&23+&’&22)
+&v~ &43+&U&
2
3 &v&
2
2)+$
2(&v&2H 3(0 & Q)+&’~ &
2
H 2 (0 & Q))+ .
It remains only to estimate the term
|
0 & Q
/2 |D 3 D { {z v^| 2 dy.
Consider the Stokes equations
& 2z(/ D { v^)+{z(/ D {’~^ )==2/D {F +‘/ {z(divz(D { v^))+H3 in 0 & Q
(55)
div / D { v^=divz / D { v^ in 0 & Q (56)
/ D { v^=0 on 0 & Q , (57)
where H3 is defined by
H3=/ D {(U } {z v^)+/ D {(v~^ } {zv~^ )+/ D {H1+2& {z/ } {z D { v^+{z/ } D {’~^ .
Lemma 4.6. There is a positive constant C17 depending only on 0, /, &,
and ‘ such that
& |
0 & Q
/2 |{2z D { v^|
2 dz+|
0 & Q
/2 |{z D {’~^ |2 dz
C17 \‘ |0 & Q /2 |{z divz D { v^|2 dz+=2 &F &21
_&’~ &21+&v~ &43+(1+&U&3)2 &v&22+$2(&v&23+&’~ &22)+ . (58)
Proof. From the well-known results for Stokes equations we get
& &/ D { v^&2+&{z(/ D { ’^)&0C(&=2/ D {F +‘/ {z divz(D { v^)+H3&0
+&divz(/ D { v^)&1),
where C depends only on 0.
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From the definition of H3 , we obtain that for some positive constant
C$=C$(0, /, &),
&H3&0C$(&H1&1+(1+&U&3) &v&2+&’~ &1 .
With the estimate of H3 we prove (58). K
Then it remains to estimate
|
0 & Q
/2 |{z divz D{ v^| 2 dz.
Lemma 4.7. For some constants C18 and C19 depending only on 0 and /
we have
|
0 & Q
/2 |D 3 divz v^| 2 dz
C18 \|0 & Q /2 |{z D { v^|2 dz+=2 &F &0
+&v~ &43+&D 3 ’~ &
2
0+&U&
2
3 &v&
2
2+$
2(&v&2H2 (0 & Q)+&/’~ &
2
H 1(0 & Q))+ ,
(59)
‘ |
0 & Q
/2 |D 3 D m div v^|2 dz
C19 \& |0 & Q /2 |{z D m D { v^|2 dz+=2 &F &21
+&U&23 &v&22+&v~ &43+&D 3 D m’~ &20+$2(&v&2H3(0 & Q)+&/’~ &2H2(0 & Q))+
(60)
and
‘ |
0 & Q
/2 |D 3 D 3 divz v^|2 dz
C19 \& |0 & Q /2 |{z D m D { v^|2 dz+=2 &F &21
+&U&2 &v&22+&v~ &
4
3+&D
2
3’~ &
2
0+$
2(&v&2H 3 (0 & Q)+&/’~ &
2
H2 (0 & q))+ .
(61)
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Proof. Taking e^3 to (47), we get
(a) (&+’) D 3 divz v^ = &&(2z v^&{z divz v^) } e^3&=2F 3+(U } {z v^&v~^ }
{zv~^ ) } e^3+D 3 ’~^ +H 31 .
Take D { to (a) and observe that (2z v^&{z divz v^) } e^3 has no second order
derivative with respect to D 3. Then from the usual Ho lder estimate, we
obtain our result. K
Now we are ready to get the estimate for the whole domain 0.
Since 0 is compact, there is a finite number of Qk such that
v each Qk corresponds to the above Q
v 0/ _ 12Qk
v for each Qk , Qk intersects at most eight other Qj ’s
v if |k # C 4(0 & Qk) is the boundary function corresponding to the
above |, then &|&C 4 (0 & Qk)$.
Here 12Qk means the cube with half the size of the radius of Qk and with
the same center as Qk .
Let Q k and 0 k be the corresponding domains with Q and 0 , and let
/k # C 0 (Q k) be the corresponding cutoff function to / satisfying
/k #{10
on 12 (Q k)
in Qck .
Let 00=0& 14Qk and define the cutoff function /0 # C

0 (00) in
Lemma 4.2 satisfying
/0 #{10
on 0& 12 Qk
in 0 c0 .
Sum (45), (49), and (52), replacing / by /k in (49) and (52), for
k=1, ..., N. Then we get the new norm estimates.
More precisely, multiply (C13C18+C18+1) by (49) and C18 by (52),
replace / by /k in (49), (52), and (59), and then sum them together with
(45) and (59).
Then if we define a new seminorm equivalent to &{ }&0 in H 1(0) by
(’) 21=
1
‘ | /
2
0 |{’|
2+
1
‘
:
k
:
2
{=1
(C13C18+C18+1) |
0 k & Q k
/2k |D { ’^|
2
+
&
‘
:
k
C18 |
0 k & Q k
/2k |D 3 ’^|
2,
we obtain the following lemma.
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Lemma 4.8. There is a positive constant C20 depending only on 0, /k , &,
and ‘ such that
‘ &{ div v&20+((’)
2
1&(’~ )
2
1)
C20(=2 &F &20+=
2 &g&21+=
2 &’&21+=
2 &w&23
+&v~ &42+(1+&U&3)2 &v&21+$2(&v&22+&’~ &21). (62)
Here, C20 depends only on 0, /k .
Applying the same procedure on (46), (50), (53), (58), (60), and (61), we
obtain similar results for the third order derivative estimates. More
precisely, multiply (C 214C17C
2
19+C14C17C
2
19C19+1) by (50), (C17C
2
19+
C14 C17C 219+C19) by (53), C19 by (54), (C17C19+C14C17C19+1) by (60),
and (C19+C14C19) by (58), replace / by /k in (50), (53), (58), (60), and
(61), and then add them together with (46) and (61).
Let C =C 214 C17C
2
19+C14C17C
2
19+C17C
2
19+C
2
14+C19+1. Then if we
define a new seminorm equivalent to &{2 }&0 in H2(0) by
(’) 22=
1
‘ | /
2
0 |{
2’| 2
+
1
‘
:
k
:
2
m, {=1
C |
0 k & Q k
/2k |D m D { ’^|
2
+
&
‘
:
k
:
2
m=1
(C17C 219+C14C17C
2
19+C19) |
0 k & Q k
/2k |D 3 D m’|
2
+
&
‘
:
k
|
0
C19/2k |D
2
3 ’^|
2,
we obtain the following lemma.
Lemma 4.9. There is a positive constant C21 such that
‘ &{2 div v&20+((’)
2
2&(’~ )
2
2)
C21(=2 &F&21+=
2 &g&22+=
2 &’&22+=
2 &w&23
+&v~ &43+(1+&U&3)
2 &v&22+&’~ &
2
1+$
2(&v&23+&’~ &
2
2)), (63)
where C21 depends only on 0, /k .
Considering the Stokes system
&& 2v+{’~ ==2F &v~ } {v~ +‘ { div v&U } {v
div v=div v,
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we get the estimates
&v&22+&{’~ &20C22(=2 &F &20+&v~ &42+&U&23 &v&21+‘ &{ div v&20) (64)
and
&v&23+&{’~ &
2
1C23(=
2 &F &21+&v~ &
4
3+&U&
2
3 &v&
2
2+‘ &D
2 div v&20), (65)
where C22 and C23 are positive constants depending only on 0, &, and ‘.
Note that from (30)
&U&3C3 & f &1 (& f &1+1)8.
Let M1=C3 & f &1 (& f &1+1)8.
Multiply C23 to (63) and add to (65); then we obtain
&v&23+&{’~ &
2
1+C23((’)
2
2&(’~ )
2
2)
_C(=2 &F &21+=2 &g&22+=2 &’&22+=2 &|&23
_&v~ &43+(1+&U&3)2 (&v&22+&’~ &21)+$2(&v&23+&’~ &22)),
where C is a positive constant depending only on 0 and /k .
If we take $ small enough, then we obtain
&v&23+&{’~ &
2
1+C23((’)
2
2&(’~ )
2
2)
C24(=2 &F &21+=2 &g&22+=2 &’&22+=2 &w&23
+&v~ &43+(1+&U&3)
2 (&v&22+&’~ &
2
1)). (66)
Let M2=C24(1+M1)2. Multiply M2 to (64) and add to (66); then we
obtain
&v&23+&{’~ &21+C23((’) 22&(’~ ) 22)
C$(M1+1)2 (=2 &F &21+=
2 &g&22+=
2 &’&22+=
2 &w&23
+&v~ &43+&U&
2
3 &v&
2
1+&{ div v&
2
0+$
2(&v&22+&’~ &
2
1)),
where C$ depends only on 0 and /k .
Also, if we take $ small enough, then we obtain
&v&23+&{’~ &
2
1+C23((’)
2
2&(’~ )
2
2)
C25(M1+1)2 (=2 &F &21+=
2 &g&22+=
2 &’&22+=
2 &w&23
+&v~ &43+&U&
2
3 &v&
2
1+&{ div v&
2
0). (67)
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Let M3=C25(M1+1)2. Multiply M3 to (62) and add to (67); then we
get
&v&23+&{’~ &
2
1+M3((’)
2
1&(’~ )
2
1)+C23((’)
2
2&(’~ )
2
2)
C26(1+M1)2 (=2 &F &21+=
2 &g&22+=
2 &’&22+=
2 &w&23
+&v~ &43+(1+&U&3)
2 &{v&20). (68)
Let M4=C26(1+M1)4. Multiply M4 to (43) and add to (68); then we
get
&v&23+&{’~ &
2
1 M4(&’&
2
0&&’~ &
2
0)+M3((’)
2
1&(’~ )
2
1)+C23((’)
2
2&(’~ )
2
2)
C27(1+M1)4 (=2 &F &21+=
2 &g&22+=
2 &’&22+=
2 &w&23+&v~ &
4
3).
(69)
Now we define a new norm equivalent to H3 by
((’)) 2=M4 &’&20+M3 (’)
2
1+C23 (’)
2
2 .
Then there is a constant ;0<1 depending only on M4 , M3 , ‘ and C23 (i.e.,
depending on 0, &, ‘, and f ) satisfying that
;0 ((’)) &{’&1&’&2
1
;0
((’)) .
Then we have the following a priori estimate
Lemma 4.10. Let (v, ’) be solutions of (32)(33), (37), and (38) and (U, P)
be solutions of (23)(25), corresponding to a given (v~ , ’~ ) with &v~ &3+&’~ &31.
If
&v&3+&’&21,
then we obtain
&v&23+;
2
0 ((’~ ))
2+((’)) 2&((’~ )) 2
C27(1+M1)4 (=2 &F &21+=
2 &g&22+=
2 &’&22+=
2 &w&23+&v~ &
4
3), (70)
where (( } )) is the same norm as defined above which is equivalent to & }&2 .
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5. EXISTENCE OF THE NONLINEAR PROBLEM
Let A0 be a positive constant satisfying the following:
(i) 2(1+;&20 ) A
2
0<1
(ii) (C$28+C$29(1+M1)2 (1+;&10 ) A0<
1
2
(iii) C30(1+M1)4 A40;
2
0A
2
04,
where C28 , C$29 , and C30 are positive constants depending only on 0, &,
and ‘ and will be defined later.
Define a Banach space X by
X=H 20_H
1
0_L
2
and a convex function class K1(A0) by
K1(A0)={(v, ’) # H 30 _H2 } | ’=0, &v&23+((’)) 2A20= .
Also recall K0 in Section 3.1
K0=[u # H 40, _(0) : &U&1C1 & f &1 , &U&2C2 & f &0 (& f &0+1)4,
&U&3C3 & f &1 (& f &1+1)8,
&U&4C4 & f &2 (& f &2+1)12].
We note K=K0_K1(A0) is a convex compact subset of X in the weak
topology from Kontrachov’s compactness theorem for Sobolev space.
Define an operator L from K to X by
L(U , v~ , ’~ )=(U, v, ’),
where U is a solution of (23)(25) and (v, ’) are solutions to (32), (33),
(37), and (38) for given U , v~ , and ’~ .
Now we want to find a fixed point of L so that (U, v, ’)=L(U, v, ’) in
K and then (U+v, P+’) will be solutions to (8).
Here, we shall take small =0 instead of restricting the size of f.
Proposition 5.1. There is a small positive constant =0 such that if we
take = # [0, =0), then K is a convex compact subset of X and L(K)/K. Here,
=0 depends only on 0, &, ‘, and f.
Proof. It is clear that K is a compact convex subset of X from the
definition. So, we have only to prove that L(K)/K. Let (U , v~ , ’~ )/K and
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let (U, v, ’)=L(U , v~ , ’~ ). From Theorem 3.1 and Corollary 3.2, we observe
that U # K0 , for all U # K0 . Thus we have only to check (v, ’) # K1(A0) for
(v~ , ’~ )/K1(A0).
By (30) and (31)
(a) &U&3+&{P&1M1 , and &U&4+&{P&2M$1 ,
where M1=C3 & f &1 (& f &1+1)8 and M$1=C4 & f &2 (& f &2+1)12.
From (i) we note that &v~ &3+&’~ &2<1. Now we shall show that
&v&3+&’&2<1;
then the fundamental inequality (70) in Lemma 4.10 holds.
Since F =(P+’~ ) f &(P+’~ )((U+v~ ) } {(U+v~ )) and g=&div(P(U+v~ )),
we observe from (a) that
(b) &F &1C(M1+1)(& f &1+M1+1)
(c) &g&2C$M$1(M1+1),
where C and C$ depend only on 0, &.
From Section 4, we note that there is a positive constant ;0 satisfying
&’&2
1
;0
((’)) ,
where ;0 depends only on 0, &, ‘, and f.
From (34), (35), and (36) and considering (a), (b) and (c) we know that
&v&3C28(1+M1)2 (=2 &F &1+&v~ &23+&’~ &2)
C$28(1+M1)2 (=2(M1+1)(& f &1+M1+1)+A0+;&10 A0)
and from (39) and the above inequality, if we take ==1 ,
&’&2C29(1+M1)2 (=2 &F &1+=2 &g&2+&v~ &23+&’~ &2)
C$29(1+M1)2 (=2(M1+1)(& f &1+M$1+M1+1)+A0+;&10 A0),
where =1 is the parameter in the proof of Lemma 3.5 and defined by
=1=\ :4C3 & f &1 (& f &1+1)8+1+
12
and C$28 and C$29 are positive constants depending only on 0, & and ‘.
From (ii), we observe that
&v&3+&’&2<(C$28+C$29)(1+M1)2 (=2(M1+1)(& f &1+M1+1)+ 12 .
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Let
=2=\ 12(C$28+C$29)(1+M1)3 (& f &1+M$1+M1+1)+
12
.
Thus if we take = # [0, =2), then we have
&v&3+&’&2<1.
Thus we obtain the estimates (70) from Lemma 4.10; that is,
&v&23+;
2
0 ((’~ ))
2+((’)) 2&((’~ )) 2
C27(1+M1)4 (=2 &F &21+=2 &g&22+=2 &’&22+=2(&U&23+&v~ &23)+&v~ &43).
Then we get from (b) and (c)
&v&23+;20 ((’~ )) 2+(((’)) 2&((’~ )) 2)
C30(1+M1)4 \=2(& f &41+M 41+M$41 +A20)+A40+ =
2
;20
((’)) 2+ ,
where C30 is a positive constant depending only on 0, &, and ‘.
From (iii), we observe that
&v&23+;
2
0 ((’~ ))
2+(((’)) 2&((’~ ))2)
C30(1+M1)4 \=2(& f &41+M 41+M$41 +A20)+ =
2
;20
((’)) 2++;
2
0A
2
0
4
.
Thus,
&v&23+_1&=
2C30(1+M1)4
;20 & ((’))2
(1&;20)((’~ ))
2+
;20 A
2
0
4
+=2C30(1+M1)4 (& f &41+M
4
1+M$
4
1 +A
2
0).
Let
=3=min {\ ;
4
0
2C30(1+M1)4+
12
,
\ ;
2
0A
2
0
4C30(1+M1)4 (& f &41+M
4
1+M$
4
1 +A
2
0)+
12
= .
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If we take = # [0, =3) then we obtain
&v&23+\1&;
2
0
2 + ((’)) 2
(1&;20) A
2
0+
;20A
2
0
4
+
;20 A
2
0
4
\1&;
2
0
2 + A20 .
thus we obtain
&v&23+((’))
2A20 .
Therefore setting =0=min[=1 , =2 , =3], we complete the proof. K
Proposition 5.2. Let 0 # R3, L, X, K0 , and K1(A0) be the same as in
Proposition 5.1. Then L is continuous on K in X.
Proof. Let (Ui , vi , ’i)=L(U i , v~ i , ’~ i) for i=1, 2. In particular, let
(Ui , Pi) # H 40, _ _H
3 be a solution of (23)(25) for given (U i , v~ i , ’~ i). That
is, the following equations hold:
(U i+v~ i) } {U i&& 2Ui+{Pi = f
div Ui =0
Ui=0 on 0 and |
0
Pi=0
and
Ui } {vi&& 2vi&‘ { div vi+{’~ i ==2F i&v~ i } {v~ i
1
‘
(’i&’~ i) div vi+=2 div ’i (U i+v~ i)=&=2gn+1
vi=0 on 0 and |
0
’i=0.
Here
Fi =(Pi+’~ i)( f &(U i+v~ i) } {(U i+v~ i))
gi =div Pi (Ui+v~ i).
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Set
W=U2&U1 , W =U 2&U 1 , Q=P2&P1 ,
w=v2&v1 , w~ =v~ 2&v~ 1 , _=’2&’1 ,
_~ =’~ 2&’~ 1 , J=F2&F1 , and j= g2& g1 .
Then we get the following equations
(U 1+v~ 1) } {W&& 2W+{Q=&(W +w~ ) } {U2
(71)
div W=0, W=0 on 0 and |
0
Q=0,
U1 } {w&& 2w&‘ { div w==2J&w~ } {v~ 2&v~ 1 } {w~ &W } {v2&{_~
(72)
w=0
and
_+‘=2 div _(U2+v~ 2)=&‘=2j&‘=2 div ’1(W+w~ )+_~ &‘ div w
(73)
|
0
=0,
where
J=(Q+_~ )( f &(U2+v~ 2) } {(U2+v~ 2))
&(P1+’~ 1)((W+w~ ) } {(U2+v~ 2)+(U1+v~ 1) } {(W+w~ ))
j=div(Q(U2+v~ 2)+P1(W+w~ )).
If we multiply W on (71) and integrate over 0,
& |
0
|{W |2 dx& 12 |
0
(div v~ 1) |W | 2 dx=|
0
((W +w~ ) } {U2) W dx.
Thus by the same reasoning of Section 3.1
\&&:b
2
0
2
&v~ 1&3+ |0 |{W | 2 dxC(&W &1+&w~ &1) &U2&3 &W&1 ,
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where C is a positive constant depending only on 0 and &. Thus we get the
following inequality
&W&1C(&W &1+&w~ &1) (74)
for some positive constant C depending only on 0, &, ‘, f, A0 , and =0 .
Also from the Stokes equations
&& 2W+{Q=&(W +w~ ) } {U2&(U 1+v~ 1) } {W
div W=0,
we get the following inequality
&W&2+&{Q&0C &(W +w~ ) } {U2&(U 1+v~ 1) } {w&0
C &W +w~ &1 &U2&2+&U 1+v~ 1&2 &W&1),
where C is a positive constant depending only on 0 and &.
Thus applying (74), we get the inequality
&W&2+&{Q&0C(&W &1+&w~ &1), (75)
for some positive constant 0, &, ‘, f, A0 , and =0 .
If we multiply w on (72) and integrate over 0, from the divergence free
condition on W,
& |
0
|{w|2 dx+‘ |
0
(div w)2 dx(=2 &J&&1+&w~ &1 &v~ 2&3+&v~ &3 &w&1
+&W&1 &v2&3+&_~ &0) &w&1 .
Note that
&J&&1C(&Q&0+&_~ &0)(& f &1+&U2&22+&v~ 2&
2
2)
+(&P1&1+&’~ 1&1)(&W&1+&w~ &1)(&U2&1+&v~ 2&1),
where C is a positive constant depending only on 0, &, and ‘.
Thus if we apply (74), we get the inequality
& | |{w|2 dx+‘ | (div w)2 dxC(&W &21+&w~ &21+&_~ &20)
for some positive constant C depending only on 0, &, ‘, f, A0 , and =0 .
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Similarly, multiply _ to (73) and integrate over 0. Then, we have the
inequality
| _2& 12‘=2 | |v~ 2 |_2
C(=2(& j&0+&’1&2 (&W&1+&w~ &1))+&_~ &0+&w&1) &_&0 .
Note that
& j&0C(&Q&1 (&U2&2+&v~ 2&2)+&P1&2 (&W&1+&w~ &1)), (76)
where C is a positive constant depending only on 0, &, and ‘.
Thus, if we apply (75), then we get the inequality
&_&0C(&W &1+&w~ &1+&_~ &0)
for some positive constant C depending only on 0, &, ‘, f, A0 , and =0 .
Therefore
&W&1+&w&1+&_&0C(&W &1+&w~ &1+&_~ &0),
where C is a positive constant depending only on 0, &, ‘, f, A0 , and =0 . K
Theorem 5.3. Let 0 # R3 be a bounded domain with boundary of class
C4. Suppose f # H2(0). Then there exists =0 depending only on 0, &, ‘, and
f such that for = # [0, =0), there are solutions (U, P, v, ’) # H 4__H
3_H 3_
H 2 to (7)(12).
In particular, (U+v, P+’) satisfy (1), (2), and (3) for = # (0, =0), and
there is a small positive constant A0 and a norm (( } )) equivalent to the
standard norm & }&2 of H2 such that
&v&23+((’))
2
2A
2
0 .
Here A0 depends only on 0, &, ‘, and f.
Proof. From Propositions 5.1 and 5.2, we can apply the LeraySchauder
fixed point theorem to find fixed point (U, v, ’)=L(U, v, ’). Also, the pressure
P # H 2 satisfies
{P= f+& 2U&(U+v) } {U
and (U+v, P+’) are solutions to (1)(3). K
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6. INCOMPRESSIBLE LIMIT OF SOLUTIONS OF COMPRESSIBLE
NAVIERSTOKES EQUATIONS
Let =0 and A0 be the same as in Section 5. Let =<=0 and let (U =, P=, v=, ’=) #
K(A0) be the solutions investigated in Theorem 5.3 corresponding to =,
when the external force f is given.
From Lemma 4.10, if we replace v=v~ =v= and ’=’~ =’=, then we obtain
the inequality
&v=&23+;
2
0 ((’
=)) 2
C27(1+M1)4 (=2(&F =&21+&g
=&22+&’
=&22+&w
=&23)+&v
=&43),
where
F ==(P=+’=) f &(P=+’=)(U =+v=) } {(U =+v=),
g==div P=(U =+v=) and w==U =+v=.
Then for some positive constants C31 depending only on 0, &, and ‘, we
get the inequality
&v=&23+;20 ((’=)) 2
C31(1+M1)4 (=2(& f &41+M
4
1+M$
4
1 +1)+=
2 &’=&22+&v
=&23+&v
=&43)
C31(1+M1)4 \=2(& f &41+M 41+M$41 +1)
+
=20
;20
((’=)) 2+=20 &v=&23+A20 &v=&23+ .
Thus if we restrict
v A20<1(4C31(1+M1)
4)
v =20<1(4C31(1+M1)
4)
v =20<;
4
0 (2C31(1+M1)
4),
then
1
2
&v=&23+
;20
2
((’=)) 2C31(1+M1)4 =2(& f &41+M
4
1+M$
4
1 +1).
Thus
&v=&3+;0 ((’=))  0 as =  0.
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Observe that (U =, P=) are uniformly bounded sequences in H 40_H
3 inde-
pendent of =. Thus there are subsequences (U =k, P=k) and (U , P ) # H 40_H
3
such that
v (U =k, P=k) converges weakly to (U , P ) in H 40 _H
3 as =k  0
v (U =k, P=k) converges strongly to (U , P ) in H 30_H
2 as =k  0.
Thus from the limit of Eqs. (10)(15), as =k  0, we conclude that (U , P )
are solutions to the incompressible NavierStokes equations. Hence we
have the following corollary.
Corollary 6.1. Let N=[(U, P) # H 40_H
3 | (U, P) be solutions of the
incompressible NavierStokes equations with external force f ].
Then
lim
=  0
inf
U, P # N
&U =+v=&U&3+&P=+’3&P&2=0.
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